
 

The University of Konstanz is a University of Excellence in Germany: It was successful in all three 
funding lines of the German Excellence Initiative and is currently successful in both funding lines of its 
follow-up competition, the Excellence Strategy. 

“The Politics of Inequality” is a Cluster of Excellence at the University of Konstanz within the framework 
of the Excellence Strategy of the German federal and state governments. The Cluster’s researchers 
investigate inequality in areas such as education, employment and political rights. They study how 
people perceive these inequalities, how they lead to collective mobilization, and how political actors 
respond to them. 

The Cluster invites applications for 

Senior Fellowships  
for a duration of 2 to 6 months each. Remuneration will take the form of a monthly flat rate of 
6,000.00 Euros to account for accommodation and living expenses, as well as a further monthly 
sum of 1,500.00 Euros as a research allowance to finance conference travels and research 
assistants as well as other aspects of Senior Fellows’ research projects. Relocation expenses to and 
from Konstanz will be covered by the Cluster (some limitations apply). 

Applications are open to researchers from outside the University of Konstanz with an established track 
record and international visibility, as well as a keen interest in the Cluster’s concepts and lines of 
research. 

We are looking for scholars with an established track record in inequality research broadly defined and 
in fields directly related to the Cluster’s research agenda, though not necessarily in disciplines already 
represented at the Cluster. Senior Fellows will become members of the Cluster and will actively 
participate in Cluster activities. 

To apply, please submit the following documents 

 A research proposal that contributes to the research agenda of the Cluster, investigating core 
aspects of the political dimension of inequality. It should not exceed four pages in length, and 
should also include the duration and the schedule of the project. 

 Curriculum vitae and a list of publications 

Online application form 
Please arrange your application documents into a single PDF file. To submit your application, please 
use the online platform at: http://inequality.uni.kn/about-us/jobs-and-grants/senior-fellowships. 

Application deadline: 13 November 2019, 12:00 CET 

For further information, please contact the Speaker of the Cluster, Professor Marius R. Busemeyer, 
marius.busemeyer(at)uni.kn, or the Managing Director, Jessica Haase, jessica.haase(at)uni.kn 

For more information on the Cluster, please visit: http://inequality.uni.kn.  

The University of Konstanz is committed to ensuring equal opportunities, diversity, and a good balance between 
university and family life. As an equal opportunity employer, we strive to increase the number of women in 
research and teaching; we explicitly ask female candidates to apply. For any questions please visit: 
https://www.uni-konstanz.de/en/equalopportunities/equal-opportunity 
Persons with disabilities are explicitly encouraged to apply; they will be given preference if appropriately qualified 
(Contact +49 7531 88-4016). 
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